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ELI CURRICULUM NEEDS 

Chas Mason 
January 3, 1985-

The following needs analysis for the English Language Institute is based 

upon 1) a 58-item que~tionnaire administered across the ELI curriculum to 90 

students during the fall, 1984, semester; 2) interviews with faculty in the 

Departments of American Studies, Economics , Library Studies, Public Health, 

Political Science, Sociology, and Travel Industry Management; 3) interviews 

with the directors of six college and university ELI programs on Oahu: 

Honolulu C.C., Kapiolani C. C., Leeward C. C., Chaminade U., Hawaii Loa 

College, and Hawaii Pacific College; 4) student evaluations of all ELI courses 

taught during fall, 1984; 5) reported observations -of ELI instructors; 

6) miscellaneous surveys and needs analayses completed over the past several 

years; 7) personal observations. 

The Questionnaire 

The 58-item questionnaire (attached) is made up of three parts. Part I 

covers the student's use of English A) in university classes, B) in activities 

related to classes, and C) in activities outside classes but not related to 

schoolwork. Part II deals with A) the student's regard for the importance of 

the four English skills, by ranking, B) the importance of ten functional skills 

in using academic English, C) the student's estimate of his/her own ability in 

using the ten functional skills listed above, and 0) the importance of ELI 

courses in improving the same ten functional skills. Part III asks for basic 

biographical and academic information. The completed questionnaires were 

processed with the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (Wilbur) program. 

A sample questionnaire with resulting means and graphic information is provi ded 

in the appendix. A short analysis and prose summary of the questionnaire 

results with their implications will be given here. 

In addition to individual means on each item in Part I, there are means 

on composites of these items arranged by the skills of speaking (items 1,2,7,8, 
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11), listening (items 3,4,12), reading (items 5,10,13), and writing (items 6, 

9,14). When these composite skills are looked at in terms of total time in 

use over a one-week period the listening skills are used 22 to 28 hours per 

week, speaking--16 to 26 hours, reading--18 to 24 hours, and writing--12 to 18 

hours per week. These hours of use agree with the rankings of skills by 

importance in Part II.A: listening, reading, speaking, and writing. 

Illustrated in the following table is a comparison· of mean answers to Part II. 

B,C and·o. Items in this part are designed to elicit feelings about 1) the 

importance of ten functional language skills, 2) the· importance of ELI in 

improving these skills, and 3) self-ratings of abilities in these ten language 

skills. 

IMPORTANCE OF LANGUAGE SKILLS, IMPORTANCE OF ELI CC5URSES 
IN IMPROVING LANGUAGE SKILLS, AND SELF-RATING OF ABILITY 

IN LANGUAGE SKILLS 

l-11':.1\uP -SP----~ vP 
vu 

.Asking questions 1 

.Speaking English to 
faculty & students 1 

.Giving oral presenta-
tions in class 1 

.Participating in class 
discussions 1 

.Understanding spoken 
English 1 

.Using word forms and 
vocabulary 1 

.Reading books and 
articles 1 

.Using reference books 1 

.Taking tests 1 

.Writing clear papers 
and reports 1 

"' NinorU SU 
t! 3 4 
~ 
<: 

3 4 

3 4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
4 
4 

4 

.5 

5 

5 

5 

· s 

s 
5 

5 
s 
5 

s· 

VG= very good, VI=very important, SG=somewhat good, SI=somewhat important, 
NGnorP=neither good nor poor, NinorU=neither important nor unimportant, 
SP=somewhat poor, SU=somewhat unimportant, VP=very poor, VU=very unimportant 

! 
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The trends of the means seen in the table present similar patterns; that 

is, where a skill is considered important the importance of ELI in improving 

that skill also increases, as well as does the students' abilities in that 

skill, although the ability means are far below the importance means. In only 

one area does the importance of help from ELI exceed the considered importance 

of a skill itself: participating in classroom discussion. This might be 

expected, since most ELI classes involve discussion in peer groups. 

In the use of all English skills, composites of listening, speaking, 

reading and writing, undergraduates report greater use of these skills than 

do graduates. Graduates are less convinced of their language abilities. No 

real differences in the use of lanauaae skills aopear amona different language 

groups: Chinese, Korean, Thai, Japanese and others; however, the Japanese 

tend to down rate their language abilities. 

Implications af Questionnaire Data 

1. Listening comprehension is the most important and widely used English 
skill, and understanding of spoken English is reported as the skill of 
highest proficiency, although the self-estimates of ability are much 
below the reported level of importance in this skill. 51% of all 
students tested with our English placement tests need some ELI work 
in listening. The indications are that heavy emphasis upon listening 
should continue in ELI. 

2. Reading, especially study reading outside regular class sessions is 
the next most important and frequentlv used skill, and reading ability 
is estimated as next highest to listening ability; however, vocabulary 
ability is reported as second lowest. Continued work on academic 
vocabulary and academic reading seem to be suggested for the ELI 
program. 

3. Speaking, the third most widely used and important skill, is estimated 
lowest in self-ratings of ability, particularly in presentation of 
reports and participation in classroom discussions. ELI appears to 
be helping in this area, perhaps indirectly through group discussion 
methods used in ELI classes. What is needed is a speaking component 
in the listening comprehension classes--emphases upon presenting 
material in seminar fashion, with question and answer sessions. ·In 
addition more attention needs to be paid to pronunciation and oral 
communication in all ELI classes. 
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4. Writing skills are the least used, and the ability level is reported 
as low. 42% of students tested need to take ELI writing courses below 
the level of ESL 100. The questionnaire data supports other evidence 
that our students simply cannot write and that the ELI writing series, 
including ESL 100, may not be enough . What is needed is a "writing 
across the curriculum" plan for the ELI program. Every ELI teacher 
becomes a writing teacher. 

5. Undergraduates report more active use of more functional language 
skills and report their abilities at higher levels than graduate 
students do. But undergraduates must work in a greater variety of 
academic disciplines, requiring more flexibility on their part: We 
might expect a higher level of performance from our undergraduates. 

6. No real differences appear among language groups, e~cept for Japanese 
who tend to report their abilities at lower levels. Outside of that, 
there seems to be no special need among language groups. 

7. Median time in the U. S. for the sample population is 2 1/2 years, 
which means that they are certainly not just off the boat. Since the 
group is in its first semester (median) a good share of the group has 
attended high school or the community colleges here. 23% of the under
graduates who take ELI placement tests are exempted from the writing 
test because they have taken English 100 elsewhere, but their writing 
ability is still questionable. We might consider testing for writing 
and possible placement in ELI 73 in spite of completion of English 100 
elsewhere. 

8. The TOEFL average for the sample population is about the same as the 
international average: 514. In spite of this average TOEFL score 42% 
of our students tested needs ELI writing, 51% need listening compre
hension, and 37% need ELI reading. 

9. The overall mean of 2.12 on the importance of of ELI in improving ten 
functional lanquaqe skills shows that ELI is "somewhat important" in 
developing these skills. 

Interviews in Other University of Hawaii Departments 

Interviews with departmental personnel who deal with non-native speakers 

of English either in courses or in an advising role included personnel in the 

Departments of American Studies, Economics, Library Studies, Political Science, 

Public Health, Sociology, and Travel Industry Management. Two of these 

departments--Public Health and TIM have their own remedial English programs, 

which include both native and non-native speakers of English. Kazue Mclaren 

handles the Public Health program and Susan Iwamura administers the TIM 
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program. 

It appears that every department admits to concessions made for NNSE's7 

perhaps not exactly a double-standard, but rather in the nature of allowances 

being made for their writing errors or their inability to speak in class. The 

largest complaint, almost across the board, is that the NNSE's do not talk in 

class, do not ask questions, and cannot participate fully in seminar discussions. 

In general, they are not tuned in to the American style classroom and manner 

of education. Students are satisfied to simply absorb lectures without any 

interaction. 

Writing ability is reported weak in all departmens, but most say that 

local students show as many problems in writing papers as do the NNSE's. 

Students cannot communicate by synthesizing and paraphrasing what they have 

read or heard, and for many departments that is exactly the kind of paper 

which must be written during an ordinary semester. The TIM remedial English 

program is almost entirely centered on writing problems. 

Listening and notetaking cause problems for both the graduate and under

graduate students; the majority of the problems seem to be in the analysis 

of lecture information to be reported back on essay-type tests. The American 

Studies Department Chairperson says that Indonesians and Thais, especially, 

have a great deal of trouble in being analytical about their readings and 

lecture material. 

Reading, except for vocabulary, is not reported as a major problem; how-

ever, NNSE's will read very slowly. 

cut down or tailored for this group. 

As a result, reading assignments may be 

The students themselves report that 

vocabulary is a constant problem throughout their programs, a problem which 

leads to heavy use of the dictionary--often a bilingual dictionary. This 

constant dictionary use slows down the reading process even further. 



Of the departments intervie~ none require a higher TOEFL score than is 

required for admission to the University, and little attention is paid to the 

verbal portion of the GRE. In Economics, for example, while the math score of 

the GRE is considered a criterion for acceptance by the Department the verbal 

score has no significance; it may be as low as the 25th percentile. In 

Economics, Poltical Science and Sociology as many as 60S of the graduate 

students are foreign students, with the largest group being Koreans. Apparently, 

one way these Korean students offset their language problems is to form study 

groups in which they tutor one another. The majority of graduate students 

get their papers edited heavily by native speakers, a practice which seems to 

be acceptable to the departments involved. Nevertheless, the departments are 

aware of the problems of their graduate students. Drs. Won of Sociology and 

Bess of Business Administration have requested that no waivers from any ELI 

course be given to their graduate students. 

Reviews of Other Oahu ELI Program--College and University Level 

Six ELI programs were review: Chaminade U. (Chuck Whitley), Hawaii Loa 

College (Bill Potter), Hawaii Pacific College (Janet Leister), Honolulu C. C. 

(Gary James), Kapiolani C.C. (Joyce DiCesare). and Leeward C. C. (Jim lmson). 

These reviews were partially a study in inbreeding, since five of the six 

programs are directed and staffed, for the most part, by our graduates and 

former instructors. However, while there are similarities among the programs 

and our own ELI, there are variations which probably make each program unique 

for its own clientele. 

All of these ESL programs start at a much lower level than our own ELI, 

and in most cases, extend into remedial program in "developmental skills," 

programs which include both non-native speakers and native speakers of 

English. All of these programs are pre-English 100. Only one program, 
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Kapiolani C. C., offers ESL 100 as a substitute for English 100, but it has 

been taught only once since its inception last year. Chaminade U. requires 

two semeste~of English composition (101,102) as the equivalent of our 

English 100. They are not now accepting our ESL 100 as the equivalent of 

their composition courses. Students who transfer to Chaminade from Manoa must 

pass the Chaminade ELI writing test or be placed in the pre-English 100 

classes. The full program at Chaminade appears to be the most demanding, with 

two courses in listening/speaking, two in reading, and three in writing--all 

on an A to F grading system. The advanced level in. each of the programs 

corresponds generally to our own ELI courses. In placing transfer students 

after administering our English test battery we should consider the ELI 

courses students have taken at other institutions, especially where test scores 

are borderline. 

Two programs allow up to 12 semester hours of elective credits toward 

degrees in their own institutions for work in ELI courses. This has proved 

to be a good source of motivation for students in the ELI programs, even 

though this crdit is not transferable to other institutions. In our course 

evaluations the biggest complaint of the students is lack of credit for the 

courses they take. 

One distinct advantage the programs reviewed have over our own ELI is 

that the programs are staffed by full-time instructors whose only duties are 

connected directly with the ELI programs: teaching, evaluation, curriculum 

writing, and advising. 



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ELI 

Staffing 
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The ELI is in need of a core faculty, one that would be concerned with 

ELI teaching, curriculum planning and coordination. In addition to existing 

staff, including graduate students, we need 3 full-time instructors, who would 

not be on the tenure track, but who would be on renewable contracts for as 

long a term as the contract procedures will allow. In addition to teaching 

full time in the fall and spring semesters these instructors would be given 

top priority for summer teaching,if they so desire. 

During regular semesters these instructors would rotate schedules in 

teaching 10 - 11 credit-equivalent hours, so that they will have taught all 

skill areas in ELI during a single academic year. This rotation would give 

each of the instructors insights into the whole program, insights that they 

would carry over into the ELI Curriculum Committee, of which they would be 

members along with the Director and the Assistant Director. After perhaps a 

year or two of rotation in the program it might be feasible to have each 

instructor act a coordinator in a single skill area, depending upon the 

organization of the curriculum at the time. 

Credit for ELI courses 

We should pursue the possibility of allowing elective credit of 6 to 9 

hours toward a Manoa undergraduate degree for courses taken in the ELI 

program. Since foreign students, for example, are not required to take 

foreign languages the ELI courses could well serve as electives in language 

and culture. Our courses certainly compare with courses offered in foreign 

languages at the 200 to 400 levels. Such credit would enhance the motivation 

of students. The most frequent statement on the ELI course evaluations reads 

something 1 ike: "I put in only enough time in the course to get by because 
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there is no credit for this course." 

Curriculum and Course Structure 

The emphasis upon English for academic purposes should continue, but with 

more attention to subject matter. American culture would be an appropriate 

content subject across the curriculum, and an area where we could get assistance 

from American Studies, whose faculty are interested in helping with videotapes, 

lectures and materials. The listening courses have been successful thus far 

with videotape lectures on American history, material on which student have 

made favorable colllllents in their course evaluations·. There is no reason why 

the reading and writing courses along with the listening course could not be 

centered on American culture as a subject area. 

A stronger speaking component needs to be added to our listening compre

hension classes since this is an apparent weakness in our students, a weakness 

borne out by both the questionnaire and the departmental interviews. In 

addition to class discussion in all ELI courses the listening courses should 

requires students to make presentations much like seminar presentations. There 

have also been enough requests for a course in speaking to warrant exploring 

the possibility of setting up a non-credit evening course in oral communication, 

with attention paid to pronunciation in some regular way. 

Writing continues to be a weakness among all our students, even those 

who complete ESL 100. Every ELI course should be a writing course in addition 

to the central skill it is set up to develop. Students simply cannot write 

understandable statements in standard English in such projects as essay 

examinations, summaries and open-ended course evaluations. They need more 

occasions to write spontaneously--and with more feedback on their writing 

problems. We have leaned a little too far toward the process approach in 

ELI 73 and ESL 100. ESL 100 has turned out to be a continuation of ELI 73--
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that is, more of the same. While ELI 73 might continue in the same mode we 

probably need to pay more attention to the product of writing along with the 

process of writing. A common complaintam6ng students is that feedback on 

papers is limited to a few comments, generally words of encouragement. They 

know that they have problems and don't mind ~aving them pointed out. Our 

ESL 100 course needs revision to make it comparable (not only in grading) to 

English 100 courses, whatever that might be. One preliminary thought is to 

try a process/product approach using a new textbook,such as To Write English 

by Janet Ross and Gladys Doty. Cramer's textbook can be used for ELI 73 with 

good results. Grades in ESL 100 have been skewed toward A's and B's. Our 

students don't write that well and should know that they don't throughout the 

course and through the final grade. ESL 100 needs work. ELI 83 presently 

seems to be well tailored to the needs of graduate students, with a strong 

library component and with writing assignments that fit the needs of students 

in a variety of academic departments. One problem has been to find someone to 

teach the course, which has now become somewhat specialized in the area of 

graduate research. 

Since the vocabulary problem is a major one with ELI students the present 

vocabulary study plan in ELI 72 (reading) should be continued with the 

emphasis, as it is now, on academic vocabulary. The average reading level of 

students placed in ELI 72 is at the eighth-grade level. The problem has been 

to find reading materials which are challenging, academically oriented, but 

easy enough for our students; most commercial textbooks have not met these 

criteria. A course centered around selected readings in American culture 

with comprehension exercises, all coordinated with with lectures in the same 

subject in the listening comprehension classes would be more like the typical 
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univer~ty experience. Students need not, however, be placed in both listening 

and reading. With the exception of the problem of finding the most appropriate 

reading materials for ELI 72 the reading portion of ELI is doing well with the 

present plan. 

One of the objections of the various academic departments, on both the 

graduate and undergraduate levels, of our ELI students, and of our own 

instructors is that the 7D-level ELI classes meet daily. The daily meetings 

interfere with many laboratory schedules and field projects; and our own 

instructors believe that students can do just as well on a four-day-a-week 

schedule. using that fifth day for laboratory practice, homework assignments, 

or study instead of spending the time in class. This has been my own thinking, 

and I would recommend a four-day schedule for 70 level classes. 

SUMf1ARY OF RECOI-1MENDATIONS 

1. Continue with the basic organization of the curriculum into three 
general skill areas: listening/speaking. reading, and writing 

2. Continue the emphasis upon English for academic purposes 

3. Subject matter to be built into all ELI courses. preferably American 
culture 

4. A speaking component added to the listening courses. with attention 
paid to oral communication and pronunciation throughout the ELI 
program 

5. Complete revision of ESL 100 and a study of how it compares with 
English 100 

6. Writing across the curriculum 

7. Continue the present reading course but with new readings in American 
culture to complement the listening course lectures 

8. Explore the possibilities of setting up a speaking course in the late 
afternoon or evening 

9. Elective credit toward an undergraduate degree of six to nine hours 
for ELI courses 
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10. 70-1evel ELI courses to go to a four-day schedule 

11. Three full-time faculty members to be hired for ELI (instructors) 

12. The full-time instructors to serve as members of the ELI Curriculum 
Committee along with the Director and Assistant Director 

.. 
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UNIVERSITY Of HAWAII ENGLISH QUESTIONNAIRE 

PART 1: Your use of English 

Please estimate the number of hours you spend using English each week in these 
activities. Circle the number that corresponds to your estimate. 

Key: Less than 2 hours = 1 
2 - 4 hours = 2 
4 - 6 hours = 3 

6-8 hours=4 
8-10 hours=5 

10-12 hours=6 

A. In classes YOU TAKE at the University: 
~Ill:. 

3 p2.1/ ~ l.Speaking --- +- 1 2 3 
,_:" g3 _ 2.Asking questions - (. 1 2 3 
s.{;3f.. -3.Ustening I 1 2 3 
4·.JS'0-4.Takingnotes 3 1 2 3 
tj,3t/C-5.Reading .;l 1 2 3 
:;_.?;o<J- 6.Taking examinations-!' 1 2 3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

Over 12 hours = 7 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

.:¥ 

7 ~ 
7 
7 1i; 
7 

41 "" 00 q- 00 
VJNNN r7 

I I I 7 
::> 

.... 
0\0 NCO N 

r- N r- ,_ 

B. Outside class, but related to the classes YOU TAKE: 
<II ,_ 
"' 0 

~ ..... 
:) . q~o -7. Tal king to classmates-?> 1 
::1.:;..:: 't- S.Aski ng questions - +-1 
~. tJi. - 9.~/riting papers/reports-.;11 
..J.k31 -lO.Reading assignments -J 1 

2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 

C. Outside.cfass, not related to schoolwork 

4 
4 
4 
4 

.r cu~.:. 
,3.'t"/..7-11.Talkingtofrierids-:>-1 2 3 4 
s.gs</ -12.Watching TV/movies -I 1 2 3 4 
3 ,.:>Ll.-13.Reading ~ewspapers or-3 

magaZlnes 1 2 3 4 
,:l,ili;;,.-14.Writing letters or -4-

other work 1 2 3 4 

PART II: The Importance of English 

5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 

5 

5 

6 
6 
6 
6 

6 
6 

6 

6 

:X:: 

Please choose one rank for each of the following language skills. Choose 
only one as number 1, only one as number 2, only one as number 3, and only 
one as number 4. 1 = most important, 2 = second most important, 3 = third 
most important, and 4 = least important. 

A.· Ranking of skill: 

' 3 '11 - 15. Speaking 
/, tf{. 7 ·-· 16.Listening 
:;.:;. 7 , _ 17 .Re~d~ng 
.:.:.,.: f -- l8.Wr1t1ng 

dJ 
1 
1 

2 

J> 
2 

! 
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Please indicate your opinion about the importance of these skills for·vou_q 
study at the University. Circle the number that corresponds to your 
opinion. VI = very important, SI = somewhat important, Nl nor U = neither 
important nor unimportant, SU - somewhat unimportant, VU = very unimportant. 

B. Importance of skill in: 

1. f,JI - 19.Asking questions 
1. S&'f - 20.Speaking to faculty 

and students 
;i..li.."1- 2l.Giving oral present

ations in class 
~ 0 /.i- 22.Class discussions 
J, 3.;'1 -23.Understanding spoken 

English 
{. C.<~¥--24.Using vocabulary 
J, ~of. - 25.Reading books and 

articles 
.:t. e>t.·f - 26.Using reference books 
f,/,7'/ -27.Taking tests 
I· f-IJI/··· 28.Writing papers and 

reports 

VI 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

SI 
2 

NinorU 
3 

3 

3 

3 
3\ 

3 
3 

3 
3 
3 

3 

su 
4 

4 

4 

4 
4 

4 
4 

4 
4 
4 

4 

5 

5 

'I 
~ 
~ 
l,j 

5 t 
5 

5 
5 

5 
5 
5 

5 

P1ease--~ndicate your opinion about your PRESENT ability in these skills. 
VG = very good, SG = somewhat good, NGnorP = neither good nor poor, 
SP = somewhat poor, VP = very poor. 

VG 
1 

C. Your PRESENT ability in: 

~. g5t- 29. Asking questions 1 
~ ,!7~- 30. Speaking English to 

faculty/students .1 
:3.::o.Jt ~31. Oral presentations in 

class 1 
.::! • 9'l/ -32. Class discussions 1 
-,_.s-n -33. Understanding spoken 

English 1 
3. ~ ·· 34. Using vocabulary 1 

c;l.57g - 35. Reading books and 
articles 1 

:;HS'i -36: Using reference books 1 
~.&P6;...- · 37. Taking tests 1 
'-· gsG. · 38. Writing clear papers 

and reports 1 

SG 
2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 

NGnorP 
3 

3 

3 

SP 
4 

4 

4 

4 
4 

4 
4 

4 
4 
4 

4 

VP 
5 

5 

5 

5 
5 

5 
5 

5 
5 
5 

5 



0. Importance of Eli/ESl courses: 

Please indicate your opinion about the importance of ELI courses in helping 
improve students' skills. VI~ very important, SI ~somewhat important, 
NinorU ~ neither important nor unimportant, SU ~ somewhat unimportant, 
VU ~ very unimportant. 

VI SI NinorU su vu 
1 2 3 4 5 

~. r'l~ - 39.Asking questions 1 3 4 5 
i, 

.::~. o:tl.- 40.Speaking English to t 
faculty & students 1 3 4 5 

<,)-

~- :,4-J -4l.Giving oral presenta- \) 

tions in class 1 1 2 3 4 5 ~ J. q;;. - 42.Participating in class 
discussions 1 r 3 4 5 ~ 

/.f.o!:/- 43.Understandfng spoken ~ English 1 -< 2 3 4 5 

~ 1.<i.f -· 44.Using word forms and 
vocabulary 1 3 4 5 

:.. 1t.:. -45.Reading books and ~ 

articles 1 3 4 5 ~ 
~.::b- 46.Using reference books 1 3 4 5 
:l '-l!f/·-47. Taking tests · 1 3 4 5 
1 ,'-? l-:. .AS. Wri tin!!·. c.l. ear papers 

1 3 and reports · 4 5 

~ 

~.In which Eli or ESL class are you completing this questionnaire? ELI 7o-·tz -8o-'l3 
ESl t_DO 

PART III: Basic Information 

49.What was your age on your last birthday? (years) ::J.(,.q{., 7 ! 

SO.What is your sex? (circle one) M~"!-r F,. 4;.. . , . 
• • I? u Ko,.-C" .. (11) J.l•.-c. ... ·~J..,"J. ~c., V1t<: -TM,.. (,j 

51. What lS your nat we country? """--<"- C A ,..·11.(tq) .Y. r· "11 ') 01"/lc,.- (,._v) 

52.What is your native langUage? CJ,,t'jt: (,3.:,) £.,-u, (q :r:..r~ .. ,:c 1/D) Y''j(')'" 
, > O"f'lt..CY' ( -..1 

53.What is your academic level? (circle one belowl 
7

.,. 
fc,.- .- , . .,- 4-'f-"f'o /~'to 6~ :('1 • .::1.3"7:. lo 

. .. · · Freshman Sopi\Oiilore Junior Semor Master's Doctora te 

54.How long have you been in the United States? <X. years S . .!"' months{:.cd 
55.How many semesters have you been at the Univ. of Hawaii?."7~<e,C,,;..J~ 1 Sc-,.-, 

f~t •)1(: s~ !.·'" i 2V '~•c ~.-- .. ., r 1 () 
56.What is your major field? (department, if any)· ,s, .. ,,.., r· ... t-; ...... r,. , '''"'' 

57.Have you taken the Test of English as a Foreign language? (circle below) 
If?. II.'~· 

Yes "No /.1/r:t~/ .-
SB.What was your most recent TOEFl score? _ SIt/. t/: 


